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“Scientists discover the world that exists; engineers create 

the world that never was”
Theodore von Karman, Aerospace Engineer

The Engineer



Fox or Hedgehog?

“The fox knows many things; the hedgehog knows one big thing.”

–Archilochus  8th Century BC



It is not all about engineering

Ethics in Engineering

• Interest in society and the environment
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The “Ancient” Philosopher

Ethics is “practical wisdom”(phronesis in 

Greek)

Gaining “practical wisdom” requires 

acquiring practical experience

… young people become accomplished 

in geometry and mathematics … 

prudent young people do not seem to 

be found 

Prudence is concerned with particulars 

as well as universals

Nicomachean Ethics 1142 BC 
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The “Ancient” Engineer

“Civilisation is a matter of power over 

the world of nature and skill in exploiting 

this world.  It has nothing to do with 

kindness, honesty, or peacefulness.” 

“No doubt it would be a good thing if they 

were universal, but the engineer is not 

the man to ask this of. “

“He can heat your house, dam your river, 

or build your space ship, but it is hardly 

fair to expect him also to make you 

love your fellow man.”



Engineering as a practical and creative art has two aspects: doing 

and making, and the human and social context in which this 

occurs

The Code of Conduct is an expression of professional ethics, 

however, we should be careful of not confusing ethics with blind 

conformance to rules –the aim is not to give students knowledge 

of one more tool (like maths or IT)

An important component of professional behaviour has to be

judgement of rules, whether the rule is right in the specific 

circumstances and is it being applied with integrity

Ethics is not an exact science

Why does Engineering need Ethics?



Learning about Ethics helps Students to:

• Be able to identify the ethical element of any decision

• Understand the nature of professional and personal 
responsibility

• Be able to address problems arising from questionable 
practice using appropriate tools

• Develop critical thinking skills and judgment

• Understand practical difficulties and use suitable approaches 
and techniques to help people produce better outcomes

• Develop an ethical identity to carry forward to their working life



Teaching Approaches

 A number of ways to teach Ethics in Engineering have

been proposed (Davis, 1999, reports eight different

ways)

 However, they could all be reduced to two main broad

routes:

 Devise and give a specific module on Ethics

 Integrate Ethics into the curriculum



 Advantages:

 Opportunity for the students to see “Ethics into

action”

 Ethics is presented as intrinsic in the discipline;

it demonstrates as Engineering is an ethical

profession in its essence.

The Integrated Approach



• Teaching – who? how? when...

• Assessing – how? when?...

• Accrediting – who? how?...

Ethics in Engineering Degrees

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Educate the Educators & the Assessors

R Ocone, “Ethics and accreditation”
Education for Chemical Engineers 8 (2 0 1 3) e113–e118 



The Curriculum Map

• The map is a guide - not a prescription

• Emphasis is on integration in existing engineering topics

• Helps to create a distinct theme of engineering ethics in a 
course
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• The Location explains the focus appropriate for each level and 
indicates where ethics may be usefully introduced at that level

• Learning Outcomes illustrate the expected learning outcomes at 
each level

• Content indicates possible ethics topics that might be relevant for 
students at each level

• Process gives examples of teaching methods that are suited to 
teaching ethics at each level

Anatomy of the Map



Identifying Topics

 Look for issues that appear in codes of conduct 

 Teach good ethical behaviour as well as disasters

 Raise ethical issues in design projects and encourage 
students to look for them

 Draw on your own experiences and decisions 



Engineering Ethics Topics

• Sustainability: duty to the environment and future 
generation

• Cultural diversity and international engineering projects

• The engineering profession and its relation to society

• The positive contribution engineers make to society –
looking at case studies with ‘happy endings’



Some questions

• What is “technology”?

• Does “technology” need classification?

• When can a technology be considered 

“entrenched”?

• Which kind of intervention is required in the 

development of a new technology?

• ….

Technology



• Research
• Development
• Production
• Marketing
• Diffusion into society

Technological Innovation

All stages have been accomplished 

 Fully Developed (Entrenched) Technology

Products, uses, regulations, and social impacts 

are already in existence



21st Century (my personal analysis) 

• 1st Decade

• "Converging Technologies for Improving Human 

Performance" (CTIHP) (2002)

• Nanotechnology

• Biotechnology

• Information Technology

• Cognitive Science

• 2nd Decade

• Sustainable Development Goals

• Emerging Technologies

• 3rd Decade (and beyond)

• Responsible Technologies

• (Transhumanism?)



"Converging Technologies for Improving Human 
Performance" (CTIHP)

Combined Fields (NBIC)

• Nanotechnology

• Biotechnology

• Information Technology

• Cognitive Science

• Those technologies are at different stage of their technological 

development (in some case still emerging)

• They can imply substantial modification of both the world 

(environment) and of the human being



 Analysis (the “new” philosopher)

 Understanding an ethical problem or an ethical 

theory and dispassionately comparing the 

application of different theoretical approaches

 Synthesis (the engineer)

 Finding “solutions” to ethical problems (the best 

course of action)

The engineer is embedded in the process,

prepared for dealing with specific kinds of ethical problems 

that will arise in real practical situations

Ethics in the context of making a practical decision

Engineering vs. Philosophy



 Medics
 One-to-one relationship –responsibility to an 

individual patient or client (usually)

 Engineers
 Human relationships less direct and immediate

 Long-term and distributed-impact decisions

Ethical problems harder to detect and 

best course of action

more difficult to identify

Engineering vs. Medicine



Ethics is doing the right thing
(even when no one is looking)

BUT

How do we “define” the right thing??

How do we know what is right?

Ethical Debate



Questions & Challenges

• What is ‘ethics’ and is it relevant to me / my job?

• Isn’t ethics common sense?

• Why should I be ethical?
• It’s the right thing to do?
• It’s good for business?
• It’s my duty as a professional?

• What is the relation between ‘ethics’, values / principles, and codes of 
conduct?

• Who provides professional ethics training, and why?



The Relevance of Ethics

• To society?
• Many technical issues have ethical implications

• Is nuclear power the answer to energy crisis?

• Should we destroy fragile environments to extract scarce resources?

• .....

• …..

• To me?
• Tell your view….



Statements of Ethical Principles
(expressing the beliefs and values of the engineering profession)

• Accuracy and Rigour

• Honesty and Integrity

• Respect for Life, Law and Public Good

• Responsible Leadership

Those principles are now included in the IChemE 

accreditation guidelines



Ethical Consideration: a posteriori approach

Ethics is about Synthesis
Finding “solutions” to ethical problems (the best

course of action)
Making use of previous “data”

The engineer is embedded in the process

being prepared for dealing with specific kinds of ethical problems 

that will arise in real practical situations

They evaluate and direct a greater set of existing phenomena

Ethics in the context of making a practical decision

The ethics of entrenched technologies can lead to better informed 
ethical evaluations



Ethical Consideration: a priori approach

Ethics is about Synthesis
Finding “solutions” to ethical problems (the best

course of action)
Making use of speculative “data”

Based on research and development of the technologies, redirection 

possible on the basis ethical assessments

Ethics can help at the development stage of the technology, however the 

limitation is making use of speculative data



Artificial Intelligence 

• A pervasive, enabling technology its consequences will 
affect various areas and disciplines, the environment, the 
human being…  chemical engineering is not immune to its 
consequences

• Already widely in use

Do we understand AI and its implications?

If handled carefully, AI could bring excellent opportunities for the 

wealth and security of our society

HOWEVER

IT IS ALREADY HERE (and the totality of ethical issues 

associated with it are not completely understood and tackled)

REGULATION still in need



Responsible of Emerging Technologies

• To society?
• Many technical issues have ethical implications

• Intervene as soon as possible, using data, real and 
speculative scenarios..

• To me (as a professional)?

• Work with uncertainty –not new for engineers, but 
the context is completely new

• Should we use a “risk-assessment” route? How do we 
manage the risk?





• Climate Change 

• Energy security

• AI

• Cobots 

• Quantum Computers

• Extended reality

• …

The Challenges of the 3rd Decade

COLLABORATION & SYSTEM APPROACH

WORK WITH POLICY MAKERS

DIVERSITY

TRAINING
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A Technological Fix
Attitudinal Fix

Ethical Fix
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• AI’s relevance to help tackle and fight climate change is 
undiscussed (e.g., enable smarter decision-making for 
decarbonising industries and transportation; understand how to 
allocate renewable energy; etc.)

• Ethical concerns are become more and more relevant and 
those are linked largely to the machine-learning technology:

• Public surveillance
• Intentional misuse of data
• Privacy
• Transparency
• Data bias that can lead to discrimination and inequality

HOWEVER

Climate Change and AI





Planning for Ethics Teaching

• All engineering teachers and curricula are different

• no prescribed way of implementing the map 

• customise the  map so ethics naturally accompanies the technical 

engineering 

• Ethics provision should be regular but not necessarily frequent

• ideally - engineering ethics will be a continuous thread woven 

through the course 

• Ethics is easy to include

• there are ethical issues relating to virtually all aspects of 

engineering



Planning for Ethics Teaching

• Ethics theme team

• a multidisciplinary team for planning and implementing 
ethics teaching  

• Champions

• people committed to bringing ethics into the curriculum 

• power brokers – e.g. Directors of Learning and Teaching 

• Outside help

• visiting professor committed to engineering ethics 

• experienced teacher of ethics



Ways of teaching

• Look for ways to incorporate ethics into the existing curriculum –
approach ethics laterally

• Use case studies and role play to illustrate and explore dilemmas

• Allow students to discover for themselves – through role play and debate

• Involve multidisciplinary teams, including philosophy, sociology, 
politics

• Invite practising engineers to speak – bring ethics to life

• Aim at developing skills, rather than teaching rules



Multicultural student groups

• Students on engineering degrees often come from a variety of 
different cultures and backgrounds

• Consider how familiar students are with debating issues in the 
classroom – don’t assume all students will easily engage in 
debate

• Take language into account in assessment – don’t rely on long 
essays which may be challenging for overseas students

• Try to make assessment varied and fair for all students



• The “challenge” of diverse cultures

• Morality vs Ethics –Individual vs Profession –Personal 

Standards vs Code of Conducts

Standards in Public Life

Internationalisation of Engineering Degrees



Assessing for ethics

• A variety of assessment methods is essential, and assessment 
should fit the nature of the module into which ethics is embedded

• Online tests

• Presentations

• Essays

• Ethical audits of projects

• Peer assessment – student assessing each others’ work

Try to assess whether students can spot ethical issues, as 
well as assessing how they would deal with them



• How do we make sure that Ethics is our modus 

operandi?

• Should PEI take the lead?

• Act with competence

• Comply with the rules

• Adhere to the codes of conduct

Questions

Is compliance 

with professional 

codes sufficient?  



• Should a “Hippocratic Oath” for Engineers be 

introduced?

• Ethics as awareness of the social impact of engineering 

work

• Development of “involuntary” ethics where the individuals 

live in immediate symbiosis and harmony with their 

community

• Ethics not just as a concept, but as an “action” (i.e. 

acting in and for the society).

Not a new idea
Ritual of the Calling of an Engineer (Canada, since 1922)

Leonardic Oath (Dreher, 2011)



Ethics goes beyond the dilemma and the application of ethical 

principles

Ethics in engineering (technology) implies understanding the social 

impact of engineering work

The ancient Greek world as the era of “involuntary” ethics where the 

individuals lived in immediate symbiosis and harmony with their 

community

Nowadays, we tend to identify “culture” with “thinking”; classical 

philosophers did not consider philosophy as a purely intellectual 

activity – to them it was part and parcel of everyday life

Ethics was not just a concept, but rather “action”, i.e. acting in 

and for the society

The “new” engineer will learn from the “ancient” philosopher 



Thank you!


